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From USA TODAY bestselling author of Vampire Girl, Karpov Kinrade brings a new twist to vampire

and angel lore. Perfect for fans of Twilight and Angelfall.You think you know what is right and what

is wrong? Then tell me if this man should die. He is my enemy. He is to be my end.He is the one I

love.I have spent my life in shades of grey. I have died and returned to a world of color. I have

fought an Angel and lived. I have kissed the Prince of Ravens. I have faced the Lord of Night and

made him kneel. I was accepted into the Four Orders, and I created the fifth. I freed the Shadow of

Rome. I sat upon the Twilight Throne.The man asks for my surrender. He asks for peace. He is too

late. The girl he knew is gone, and death is in her place. I am Nightfall, and this is my story. You

think you know it?Think again."the main character, Scarlett, is a heroine for the ages"â€“ Reviewer,

ZAR"Fast-paced and interesting with dynamic characters"â€“ Reviewer, M Christina E Nelson"grabs

your attention from the first line of the prologue and keeps you wanting more long after you have

finished"â€“ Reviewer, Laurie BarberScroll up and click the buy button now to begin the

journey..."Karpov Kinrade's words are magic, painting a picture in your mind that stays forever." -

Courtney Cole, New York Times bestselling author
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I have to say at first I was skeptical of this book . It isn't my usual genera or what I normally get

sucked in to or read. With that being said i was totally and utterly sucked in. Scarlett Night is my new

favorite heroine! This book is one I will be allowing my own teens read. Which I usually dont let them

read what I do. It was beautifully written. I can't wait to finish this series.

Dynamic duo authors apply a new twist cleverly inventing a new storyline for The Knights Templar

and Nephilim mythologies. Events pacing made for a fast read with enough excitement to keep my

interest as I developed an understanding of the way the writers craft their stories. I love the strong

heroine, Scarlett who must develop into a new person quite quickly. The development of her

character unfolds very fast in what could have been a longer book if the pace were slower. I

personally like fully developed characters that I miss long after I finish one book and eagerly

awaiting the next installment in the series. My first experience with the story ended too quickly, but

left me wanting more. So I'll charge on to House of Ravens, I really hope the books get longer as

the series grows.

The protagonist seems way too wise for a child in the beginning of the book, and too easily takes on

a leadership position later in the story...BUT, if you want a quick plot, that's the trade off. The

storyline moves along unbelievably fast at times, but there's some interesting action scenes, hints of

romantic tension between characters, rivalry, and mystery regarding the bad guys. I think YA

readers would enjoy this book if they like vampires, computers, and humans with special powers.

The court of Nightfall was an exhilarating book. I could not put it down. The first chapters definitely

hooked my interest. The story line was great and the plot was wonderful. The characters were pretty

good. I liked how there aren't too much characters and I like the fists and turns of the plot. I thought I

knew what was going to happen but this isn't your usual happily ever after book where the guy

defeats all that is evil and takes the girl away. I like how the main character isn't all innocent. She's

an ember waiting to be a fire. I think the Authors created a wonderful stories that diverges away

from the usual cliche and full of romance book. I would rate this as a rare piece. Mainly because of



the story. 'Angel Technology'? That's new. The story is not just the good guys vs. the evil guys, It

has the hint of the good guys vs. the evil guys vs. the main character. Now this is the first book I've

read by these authors. By these authors. I am looking forward to go in more journeys as well as

solve mysteries with their books! Karpov Kinrade, you have high levels of skills and have displayed

it by writing this AMAZING story. I can't wait for the next book ^.^

I loved this book! Cannot wait for the next one. I will be watching out for new things from this writing

duo beyond this series as well.The above was when I read the book prior to the extension the

authors did. I couldn't imagine how they might do it (I'm no writer), but I was very, very pleased with

how it turned out. Though I loved the story the first time around because of the uniqueness of it (in

my reading experience anyway), the extension provides so much more depth to the characters and

story line. I find that I enjoy books that have a bit of real world grit to them as opposed to everything

being sunshine and rainbows all the time where nothing bad ever really happens. I loved every bit of

what was added and changed, and I'm even that much more excited about following the series than

I was already.I can say even though I was a fan originally, there were a few things that I felt were a

little unclear/confusing, and the extension took care of that as well.Can't wait for Daughter of Strife!!

Although a re-read of House of Ravens is in order first along with my first pass at Night of Nyx and

Song of Kai!

Court of Nightfall is about Scarlett Night, an eighteen-year-old, colorblind girl with big dreams of

becoming an airplane pilot. Her life changes suddenly when her parents reveal that they have been

working with the Church Vianney since before she was born and that they are in danger because

they have been protecting a weapon that could destroy mankind. When danger strikes before the

weapon can be moved, she loses everything and is thrust into a world she doesn't understand. In

order to avenge her parents, she must trust carefully and protect the innocent at all costs.The story

did flow wonderfully, however.I would recommend Court of Nightfall to older teens and adults that

enjoy paranormal-fantasy and science-fiction novels.Overall, I am deeply impressed by the first

book in this new series by Karpov Kinrade. I went in with different expectations of what I would find

only to have my mind blown. Scarlett is easily one of my favorite characters from any of their works,

period. She is so down-to-earth and so real. It was hard letting the book end. I wish I could have

prolonged it and enjoyed the story for longer. I can't wait for the next in this series. As always, the

author duo Karpov Kinrade does not disappoint. I love the raw urgency they injected into this story.

It really puts the reader right into the action and leaves them hanging from the edge of their seat in



desperation and suspense. Absolute writing genius!

Spoiler alert!I was really excited about this book and I enjoyed it up until the first fight. Then the

story progressed much too quickly. Scarlett is all of a sudden running around and commanding

people. There's no build up! It's just, bam! Here's this new person, let's trust them implicitly and give

them all the power...got 67%of the way through and gave up. So disappointed.
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